PROFILE OF NEW STUDENTS ENTERING MLIS PROGRAM SEPTEMBER 2007

- 40 confirmed new students from a total of 148 applications (1 Transfer student and 1 readmission)
- 1 International student (from USA)/1 Métis student
- 3 Inter-Faculty combined degree MA/MLIS
- Students’ academic backgrounds are diverse: Agriculture, Art History, Canadian Studies, Classical Works, Comparative Literature, Computer Science, Elementary Education, English, Hispanic Studies, History, International Relations, Law, Linguistics, Marketing, Modern Languages, Political Science, Philosophy, Psychology, Religious Studies, Secondary Education, Spanish American Studies, Women’s Studies
- Total students hold 48 undergraduate degrees and 5 graduate degrees
- 77% of the new students are female (31) 9 Male students
- Average age is: 31 years of age
- Average GPA is 3.50
- 33 Full Time /7 part-time

Total of 12 students outside of Alberta:
British Columbia – 3
Saskatchewan – 1
Manitoba – 1
Ontario – 4
New Brunswick – 1
Maryland, USA – 1

Universities Attended: (Outside of Canada there have been degrees earned from China and USA)

Acadia University
Ain Shams University - Egypt
Athabasca University
Carleton University
Douglas College
Hunaan University – China
Lancaster University
Malaspina College
McMaster University
Montgomery College – MD, USA
Mt. Allison University
Mt. Royal College
Queen’s University
Red River College
Seneca College
Simon Fraser University
South China University Technology – China
Sprott-Shaw College

Grant McEwen Community College
Universidad Nacional de Ingenieria – Peru
Universite de Moncton
University of Alberta
University of British Columbia
University of Calgary
University of Helsinki - Finland
University of Lethbridge
University of Manitoba
University of Maryland - USA
University of Saskatchewan
University of Toronto
University of Victoria
University of Wollongong - Australia